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Damage modes are drastically different for concrete under complex stress states. This study investigates damage
in high-strength concrete under triaxial loading with confinement pressures up to 200 MPa, while also consid
ering effects from changes in specimen length-to-diameter ratio. Damage was observed and segmented using Xray microtomography. Hydrostatic pressures up to 200 MPa were fully reversible and caused no detectable
damage, thus triaxial deviator stresses dictated damage extent. Brittle failure modes produced shear cracks at
angles of 25-30◦ that became more distributed with increased confinement. Ductile failure modes observed pore
collapse with residual strengths being ~30–50% of pristine strengths.

1. Introduction
Under a penetration event with multiple impacts, it is critical to
know the state of damaged material in order to have predictive capa
bilities for subsequent impacts. This problem has proven to be very
challenging for Department of Defense (DoD) researchers due to the very
limited knowledge on pressure-dependent damage evolution for highstrength concrete. In order to improve modeling capabilities, re
searchers have extensively investigated damage and fracture processes
of brittle materials [1–6]. Through the use of nondestructive X-ray
microtomography (micro-CT), internal damage can be documented in
three dimensions to better understand complex cracking and fracture
patterns [7]. Rather than solely using a statistical distribution to
describe flaws and damage, micro-CT provides a method to precisely
characterize physical damage to better understand crack nucleation and
propagation within the various phases of brittle geomaterials [8].
Through the development of high-resolution micro-CT, heterogene
ities at small length scales can be precisely visualized and characterized
allowing for better understanding of crack nucleation and propagation
within complex geomaterials [8]. Cnudde and Boone provide a thorough
review of the history of micro-CT as it relates to geosciences to include
advantages, limitations, artifacts, and operator dependencies [9].
Although large CT systems had previously been used for concrete [10],

Landis et al. were some of the pioneers for utilizing micro-CT to inves
tigate cementitious materials as he worked toward providing a physical
basis for a scalar damage variable [11]. Many models incorporate a
scalar damage variable that describes damage simply from zero (pris
tine) to one (fully damaged). However, the implementation of damage
parameters is more effective if related to physical observations and
measurements. Landis et al. used synchrotron radiation to map 3D crack
morphology of loaded concrete cylinders (4 mm ×4 mm) with an initial
voxel resolution of 6 μm [12–13] that later improved to 1.2 μm [14].
Researchers have also been pairing micro-CT studies with digital image
correlation (DIC) [15] and eventually digital volume correlation (DVC)
to measure displacements within heterogeneous materials to evaluate
strain fields [16]. Micro-CT has provided valuable insight to concrete
researchers in terms of damage progression under compression
[3,17–18] and splitting tension [4,19], porosity measurements [20],
damage morphology from thermal effects [21], and self-healing [22]. A
thorough review of micro-CT research as it relates specifically to
cementitious materials has been documented by Brisard et al. [23].
Although pressure-dependent material properties of high-strength
concretes have been thoroughly documented [24–27], micro-CT has
been used infrequently for investigating specimens undergoing highpressure triaxial loadings. Unfortunately, in situ micro-CT scans of
specimens under high confining pressure (200 MPa) is not feasible, since
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pressure vessels are not X-ray transparent. Some studies have used ex
situ scans to characterize triaxial damage modes for unloaded specimens
made from conventional-strength concrete containing coarse aggregates
[28]. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, triaxial damage
states have not been investigated for high-strength concretes that do not
contain coarse aggregates. Furthermore, prior investigations using
micro-CT for triaxial damage studies have not included volumetric strain
measurements.
This study aims to assess the damage evolution of high-strength
concrete under hydrostatic and triaxial stress states with confining
pressures up to 200 MPa to capture brittle, quasi-brittle, and ductile
failure modes. Furthermore, this study investigates specimens with a
reduced length-to-diameter ratio (L/D), since these specimen geometries
are required for dynamic triaxial experiments [29]. Triaxial experiments
were performed using a sealed specimen with hydrostatic fluid pressure
maintained in the radial direction while an additional axial load is
applied by a hydraulic actuator. In-situ volumetric strains were calcu
lated using vertical linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) and
a radial strain sensor with removable mounts. A high-resolution labo
ratory micro-CT scanner was implemented to non-destructively view
and analyze pristine and damaged concrete specimens. The resulting
micro-CT scans allow for damage visualization and measurements in
terms of bulk volumetric strains, shear planes, crack saturation, and the
evolution of pore size distributions. Additionally, residual strength
measurements provide a method to connect damage morphologies to
quantifiable material properties.

Fig. 1. Pristine cylindrical BBR9 high-strength concrete specimens with L/D =
2.0 (left) and L/D = 1.0 (right).

2.2. Quasi-static hydrostatic and triaxial compression

2. Material and methods

The quasi-static hydrostatic and triaxial test equipment is detailed in
the literature [25,36–37]. An in-depth review of the quasi-static triaxial
testing on 25-mm-diameter BBR9 concrete specimens is presented in
previously published work [38]. As a brief overview, the cylindrical
concrete specimen is sealed with fluid pressure being applied to the
entire specimen to achieve a hydrostatic stress state. For the triaxial
loading, the desired level of fluid confinement pressure is held constant
in the radial direction while an actuator loads the specimen in the axial
direction. Furthermore, a MoS2-based lubricant is applied at the spec
imen/platen interface to reduce frictional end effects.
All results in this study are presented in terms of true (Cauchy) stress
through active monitoring of the specimen’s cross-sectional area using a
centrally located LVDT-based lateral deformeter with removable gauge
mounts. The principal true stress difference (q) is defined by the dif
ference between axial stress (σa, or σ3) and radial stress (σr, or σ1 and σ2),
as shown in Eq. (1), and mean normal true stress (p) is defined as the
average of applied principal stresses, as shown in Eq. (2). Specimen
deformations were measured in terms of axial engineering strain (εa)
and radial engineering strain (εr), with volumetric engineering strain
(εv) defined in Eq. (3). Triaxial confinement pressures of 10 MPa, 50
MPa, 100 MPa, and 200 MPa were selected to facilitate different types of
damage modes, i.e., brittle, quasi-brittle, and ductile.

2.1. Material and specimen preparation
A high-strength self-consolidating concrete referred to as BBR9 was
selected for all of the testing and characterization presented in this
study. BBR9 has been previously documented in the literature to include
design philosophy [30] and mechanical performance [31–34]. Damage
modes have also been investigated for unconfined compression experi
ments at high strain rates [17]. The mixture proportion for BBR9 is
presented in Table 1 consisting of the following constituent materials, i.
e., manufactured limestone sand, type I/II portland cement, grade-100
ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBFS), undensified microsilica
(silica fume), polycarboxylate-ether-based high-range water-reducing
admixture (HRWRA), and tap water. The concrete contains no coarse
aggregate, and the fine aggregate (sand) has a maximum particle size of
4.75 mm.
Cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 25.4 mm were cored from
bulk samples in accordance with ASTM C 42 [35]. A precision saw was
used to cut the specimens slightly longer than the desired length. The
final specimen lengths of 25 mm and 50 mm were achieved using a PR
Hoffman PR-1 85 T double-sided planetary lapping machine resulting in
parallelism and flatness within 25 μm. Pristine BBR9 specimens are
shown in Fig. 1.

q = σa − σr
p=
Table 1
Mixture proportions for BBR9 high-strength concrete.

(σ 1 + σ2 + σ 3 ) (σ a + 2σ r )
=
3
3

εv = εa + 2εr

(1)
(2)
(3)

Constituent

Mixture Proportions, by
Weight

Specific
Gravity

2.3. X-ray microtomography

Cement (Type I-II)
Manufactured limestone sand
Slag
Microsilica (silica fume)
Tap water
High-range water-reducing
admixture

1.00
2.25
0.60
0.26
0.37
0.03

3.15
2.57
2.95
2.20
1.00
1.20

For damage visualization and quantification, X-ray micro
tomography was used for nondestructive characterization. All micro-CT
scans presented in this study were conducted on a Bruker Skyscan 1173
high-energy spiral-scan micro-CT with a maximum X-ray energy of 130
kV and a 5-megapixel (2240x2240) flat-panel sensor. Offset scans were
used for all specimens by stitching side-by-side horizontal scans for the
2
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Subsequently, unique features at the top and bottom boundaries of the
pristine volumes of interest (VOIs) were identified in the damaged
specimen scan data to appropriately determine the orientation and
upper/lower bounds for damaged VOIs. After registration, binary image
operations were performed in CT-Analyzer [39]. Segmentation began
with an automatic Otsu threshold method applied to a global histogram
function while visually confirming that pore space was segmented
appropriately from the surrounding concrete matrix. After segmenting
distinct phases, the region of interest (ROI) shrink-wrap tool from CTAnalyzer [39] was implemented to define the region of interest. Anal
ysis included 2D measurements for the porosity of individual crosssectional images and 3D measurements for global porosity measure
ments. Furthermore, individual object analysis was performed on each
and every discreet binarized object, i.e., pore, in terms of either volume
equivalent sphere diameter or major diameter. Objects were also binned
into color coded images based on pore sizes to produce 3D images that
clearly compare and contrast void structures before and after triaxial
loading.
The geometry of brittle damage observed in the specimens features
multiple hairline fractures that are poorly captured by the thresholding
segmentation. The fractures are segmented with discontinuities or not
identified at all. Similarly, the fine aggregate posed problems with
thresholding due to either thin features (shells) or high local variations
of intensity (larger objects). Thus, to observe how fracture patterns
relate to all phases in the material, selected specimens have been
segmented with a manually trained Fast Random Forest machine
learning algorithm [40–41]. After segmentation, fracture geometry has
been inspected and corrected manually to provide the most accurate
representation.

purpose of achieving the highest possible resolution. Optimized scan
settings for 25.4-mm-diameter concrete specimens were determined to
be 130 kV and 60 µA with a rotational step size of 0.20◦ for 360-degree
scans. A 0.25-mm-thick brass filter was also used to remove lower en
ergy X-rays that cause beam hardening artifacts on dense specimens. To
reduce the effects of noise in the X-ray detector signal, dark flatfield
corrections were updated at 60-minute intervals throughout the scan,
and 14 frames were averaged to record each saved X-ray projection
image. Random stage movements (up/down) were also employed to
reduce any artifacts that might be present from defective pixels in the
detector. Voxel sizes were in the range of 8.8–25 µm depending on the
specimen size and field of view and are notated in each relevant section.
Also note that voxel sizes directly correspond to the separation of each
cross-sectional slice as each slice has a thickness of one voxel.
Cone-beam X-ray tomography projection images were reconstructed
into cross-sectional images using a Feldkamp algorithm within Bruker’s
NRecon software paired with the GPUReconServer reconstruction en
gine [39]. Reconstruction parameters included a beam hardening
correction of 15 and a ring artifacts correction of 15. To illustrate the
input and output of the reconstruction process, an example projection
image and reconstructed cross-sectional image are provided in Fig. 2.
Finally, all of the cross-sectional images are vertically stacked to provide
a complete dataset made up of 256-bit grayscale spectrum where black
voxels represent the lowest density, and white voxels represent the
highest density.
The 3D microstructure of each specimen was recorded before and
after loading to better understand damage initiation and propagation.
Although no microcracking was observed in the concrete matrix of
pristine specimens, some microcracks and irregular pores were noted
within individual sand particles. Analysis for brittle failure modes
focused on isolating large interconnected crack networks for visualiza
tion purposes and for measuring shear plane angles. For ductile failure
modes (as observed at the macroscale), cracking occurs at a lower length
scale that is not detectable within the resolution restrictions of the
Skyscan 1173 micro-CT. A ductile failure mode resulting in pore collapse
produces many cracks with thicknesses that are below 18 µm, which is
equivalent to two pixels for the highest resolution micro-CT scans pre
sented in this study. Nonetheless, micro-CT data still provide a means to
quantify changes in pore structure.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Triaxial compression data
Triaxial compression (TXC) specimens were tested with length-todiameter ratios (L/D) of 2.0 (25 mm ×50 mm) and 1.0 (25 mm ×25
mm). Replicate tests were conducted at each combination of pressure
level and specimen size. For the first phase of a triaxial experiment, the
specimen is initially loaded hydrostatically up to the desired confine
ment pressure. To illustrate material behavior under hydrostatic
compression (HC) conditions, Fig. 4 presents loading and unloading data
for hydrostatic specimens up to a mean normal stress (p) of 200 MPa.
Note that the hydrostatic loading is fully reversible under these test
conditions, i.e., no observable macroscale plasticity. TXC data are pre
sented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, where each curve represents the average of
two replicate experiments. Results are plotted in terms of both

2.4. Image segmentation
Reconstructed cross-sectional images were all loaded into Data
Viewer [39] to manually perform non-deformable dataset registrations
of pristine and damaged datasets to have the same orientation using
sagittal, coronal, and transverse plane views as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. X-ray projection image (left) and reconstructed cross-sectional image (right).
3
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Fig. 3. DataViewer registration example for pristine (white) and damaged (brown) micro-CT scan data.

CT imagery of triaxially damaged specimens.
For all data presented in this paper, compression is considered pos
itive. Therefore, axial strains are reported as positive while the specimen
length decreases. Similarly, a positive volumetric strain indicates a
decrease in the volume of the specimen. However, note that volumetric
strains are calculated based on a combination of axial and radial strain
measurements. As the concrete specimen begins to fail, internal crack
formation causes expansion and a measured increase in volume.
Considering Figs. 5, 10 MPa TXC experiments with an L/D of 2.0
exhibit an extremely brittle failure mode that is typical for unconfined
compression experiments. However, the corresponding specimens with
an L/D of 1.0 experience a higher peak stress with volumetric strains
decreasing near failure indicating that damage accumulation is likely
more substantial as compared to the taller specimens. For the 50 MPa
TXC experiments, specimens were unloaded shortly after reaching a
peak stress, and the recovered specimens were mostly intact with some
fragmentation observed. The 50 MPa TXC data for specimens having an
L/D of 1.0 exhibited a larger decrease in volumetric strains after
reaching a peak volumetric strain that is likely attributed to increased
damage accumulation as compared to L/D = 2 specimens. The noted
discrepancies from size effects are likely a result of higher confinement
stresses in the shorter specimens due to end effects where frictional
confinement accumulates along specimen-platen interface.
At higher confinement pressures presented in Fig. 6, specimen size
continues to have substantial effects on material behavior. For 100 MPa
and 200 MPa TXC experiments, the tests are stopped after reaching an
axial strain of 15% for the purpose of directly comparing material
behavior. Note that these specimens experience a ductile failure mode
and continue to have substantial load bearing capacity at axial strains

Fig. 4. Hydrostatic loading and unloading for 25 mm ×50 mm specimens up to
200 MPa mean normal stress.

volumetric strains and axial strains. Although axial strains have been
reported and discussed previously [38], the inclusion of volumetric
strain measurements provides valuable insight when interpreting micro4
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Fig. 5. Material response in terms of axial (left) and volumetric (right) strains for 25 mm ×50 mm and 25 mm ×25 mm TXC specimens at 10 and 50 MPa
confining pressure.

Fig. 6. Material response in terms of axial (left) and volumetric (right) strains for 25 mm ×50 mm and 25 mm ×25 mm TXC specimens at 100 and 200 MPa.

beyond 15%. Prior to reaching a peak volumetric strain, changes in L/D
do not appear to have any effect on volumetric response. As discussed
further in sections 3.3 through 3.5, gauge-indicated volumetric strain
readings are not reliable when the volumetric strains begin to move in
the negative direction. However, in a relative sense, the amount of
negative volumetric strain indicates the severity of non-uniform spec
imen deformation where the central region of the specimen expands
more than the specimen ends (also referred to as barreling).

volumetric strain is only valid if deformations are uniform throughout
the vertical axis of the specimen since the radial strain is only deter
mined at one location in the center of the specimen. To better under
stand the deficiencies of in situ volumetric strain calculations, posttest
gauge-indicated readings were compared to posttest micro-CTindicated volume measurements from the full specimen volume as
shown in Table 2. As mentioned earlier, a positive volumetric strain
represents a reduction in volume, thus a negative volumetric strain
should represent an increase in volume.
The large negative values for volumetric strains are clearly errant as
triaxial compression does not lead to expansion within the concrete
microstructure. Referencing the gauge-indicated and micro-CT indi
cated volumetric strain measurements in Table 2, note that after
unloading, gauge-indicated volumetric strains differ from micro-CT re
sults by 10–30%. This error can be attributed to the fact that the
deformation-based radial engineering strain calculation only utilizes a
single centrally located measurement that cannot account for nonuniform deformation. Therefore, the gauge-indicated volumetric

3.2. Limitations of volumetric strain measurements
Volumetric strain measurements have limited use when approaching
peak stress values since specimen cross-section is not uniform
throughout the vertical axis after undergoing large axial deformations.
To clearly observe non-uniform deformations, four specimens were
tested to axial strains of ~30%. The material responses are plotted in
Fig. 7 with volumetric strains plotted based on gauge-indicated values
for εa and εr and the use of Eq. (3). However, this method for calculating
5
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Fig. 7. Gauge indicated material response in terms of axial (left) and volumetric (right) strains for large deformations (εa ≅ 30%).
Table 2
Volumetric strain readings from in situ gauges and ex situ micro-CT measure
ments for specimens loaded to εa ≅ 30%.
Specimen
100
100
200
200

MPa, L/D =
MPa, L/D =
MPa, L/D =
MPa, L/D =

Gauge indicated εv (%)
2.0
1.0
2.0
1.0

−
−
−
−

27.6
12.0
18.8
2.1

Micro-CT indicated εv (%)
2.12
1.73
5.71
7.91

readings should be neglected at the onset of non-uniform specimen
deformation where calculated volumetric strains begin to move in the
negative direction. Although large deformation volumetric strain read
ings can be misleading due to non-uniform specimen geometry, high
axial strains were required to reach a true peak stress for the 200 MPa
TXC specimens with L/D = 1.0. In cases where non-uniform specimen
deformation is anticipated, additional in-situ measurement locations
would provide a more accurate estimate of volumetric strain history.
Micro-CT provides an additional method to verify specimen volume
measurements before and after loading.

Fig. 8. Micro-CT imagery of concrete fracture patterns under unconfined
compression.

micro-CT analysis. Images of damaged concrete specimens from hy
drostatic and triaxial loadings up to 200 MPa are presented in Fig. 9.
Note that after a 200-MPa hydrostatic compression (HC) experiment, the
specimen still appears to be in a pristine condition. It is interesting to
note that visually observable damage is minimal even at high hydro
static pressure, as expected based on the data recorded in Fig. 4. As the
shear component is introduced during triaxial compression (TXC) ex
periments, damage progresses through different failure modes. TXC
specimens undergoing a brittle failure mode, i.e., 10 MPa and 50 MPa
experiments, were unloaded after reaching a peak, whereas TXC speci
mens undergoing a ductile failure mode, i.e., 100 MPa and 200 MPa,
were unloaded after reaching an axial strain of 15%. At 10 MPa, the
concrete undergoes a brittle failure mode similar to that of the uncon
fined specimens. However, this low level of confinement pressure
changes the fracture pattern from axial splitting to a dominant shear
fracture. For the 50-MPa triaxial test, the concrete specimen still exhibits
a primarily brittle (or quasi-brittle) failure mode. In this case, quasiplastic deformations allow damage to accumulate throughout the
specimen as it undergoes slightly higher axial strains as compared to 10MPa TXC experiments. For 100-MPa TXC experiments, the concrete
displays a clear transition from brittle to ductile failure. Plastic de
formations result in a failure mode where porosity collapses/crushes. A
slight barreling shape is also observed, which is likely attributed to

3.3. Visual observations from micro-CT
For preliminary observations, full-specimen micro-CT scans were
conducted on all damaged specimens using voxel sizes of 25 μm or 18
μm for specimens with a height of 50 mm or 25 mm, respectively. Prior
to looking at triaxially damaged specimens, we will first observe fracture
patterns in unconfined compression experiments to provide a baseline
reference. For high-strength concretes, a common failure mode in un
confined compression (especially with lubricated surfaces to reduce end
friction) is actually a tensile driven failure mode known as axial splitting
[42–43]. The vertical cracking failure mode is defined as a Type III
fracture by ASTM C39 [44]. For BBR9 specimens tested in uniaxial
compression with MoS2 lubricant applied to the specimen/platen
interface, most specimens failed with a Type III columnar fracture
pattern as shown in Fig. 8. Although less common, damage modes
similar to Type II (well-formed cone on one end with vertical cracks) and
Type IV (diagonal cracking) fracture patterns were observed in some
cases. These specimens were preserved for micro-CT analysis by using a
flexible latex membrane to contain post-fracture rubblized concrete
debris.
All specimens exposed to multi-axial stress states were isolated from
the hydraulic fluid using a latex membrane that was removed prior to
6
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Fig. 9. Micro-CT imagery of damaged concrete after multi-axial loading.

(L/D = 1.0) shown in Fig. 11 were exposed to the same testing condi
tions as the 25-mm ×50-mm (L/D = 2.0) TXC specimens from Fig. 9 (εa
= 15% for TXC specimens at 100 MPa and 200 MPa). As noted in section
3.1, there is an observed strength increase when transitioning from L/D
= 2 to L/D = 1 that is likely due to end effects. Furthermore, fracture
patterns also change with variations in L/D. For the 10-MPa TXC ex
periments, the shorter specimen is able to endure multiple shear cracks
rather than a single, dominant failure plane. The 50-MPa TXC specimen
appears to have a higher degree of crack saturation as compared to the
taller specimen geometry. At 100 MPa, the L/D = 1.0 specimen shows
visible cracks near the specimen’s ends that were not apparent at L/D =
2.0. However, no visible cracks are observed at 200 MPa in either
specimen geometry. Damage isolation and quantification is further
evaluated in sections 3.4 and 3.5.

Fig. 10. Comparison of damaged geometry at high confinement pressures with
increasing axial deformations.

3.4. Isolation of crack patterns for brittle failure modes

additional confinement caused by end effects. Lastly, the 200-MPa
triaxial specimens exhibit a failure mode that is similar to 100-MPa
TXC specimens. However, at this maximum pressure, cracks are not
discernable in the micro-CT images, and end effects become less sub
stantial as the specimen undergoes uniform deformation in the radial
direction. Visual observations show that barreling is more pronounced
in 100-MPa TXC specimens as compared to 200-MPa TXC specimens,
which was predicted by the volumetric strain behavior as discussed at
the end of section 3.1.
Historically, triaxial experiments conducted at the U.S. Army Engi
neer Research and Development Center (ERDC) triaxial testing facility
have only gone up to axial strains of 15%. In prior work, it was predicted
that non-uniform deformation becomes dominant at axial strains
beyond this point [38]. To further verify this claim, 100-MPa and 200MPa TXC experiments were conducted to axial strains of ~30% to
confirm deformed specimen geometries. As shown in Fig. 10, barreling
becomes much more pronounced at higher axial strains, and volumetric
strain calculations based on uniform radial deformations are no longer
valid as previously discussed in section 3.2.
Finally, damage modes were also observed for specimens with a
reduced length-to-diameter ratio (L/D). The 25-mm ×25-mm specimens

As confinement pressure increases, material response transitions
from a brittle failure mode to a ductile failure mode. However, even
within the brittle failure mode, damage morphology and crack satura
tion can vary widely. To confirm visual observations, the scan data
detailed in section 3.3 were used to isolate 3D damage in full specimens.
In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, full specimen scans are presented for 10-MPa and
50-MPa TXC tests, respectively. Although macrocracks are clearly seen,
microcracks connect with nearby pores and are not clearly resolved.
Therefore, additional scans were conducted on a centrally located vol
ume of interest (VOI) to maximize resolution (8.8 μm voxel size) while
capturing the full specimen diameter. The reduced VOIs were then
carefully segmented in 2D and 3D to visualize microcracking. The highresolution scans intentionally remove connected pores to more clearly
visualize crack morphology.
For 10 MPa TXC experiments, shear dominated the fracture pattern.
As observed in Fig. 12, the 25-mm ×50-mm (L/D = 2.0) specimen failed
through a primary crack at an angle of ~30◦ from the vertical axis with a
clearly defined shear plane. In contrast, the 25-mm ×25-mm (L/D = 1.0)
specimen shown in Fig. 12 has multiple shear planes with crack angles
ranging from 25 to 30◦ from the vertical axis. The high-resolution scan
was used to produce phase-segmented 2D images from the 10-MPa TXC
high-resolution scans as presented in Fig. 14, Although the L/D = 1.0
specimen displays local damage, the L/D = 2.0 specimen reveals
distributed microcracking with high concentrations surrounding pri
mary failure planes.
As the confinement pressure increases to 50 MPa, observable damage
progression continues to occur primarily through brittle fracture planes.
In Fig. 13, the 25-mm ×50-mm (L/D = 2.0) specimen shows two
intersecting shear planes at angles ranging from 25◦ to 30◦ from the
vertical axis. Also in Fig. 13, the 25-mm ×25-mm (L/D = 1.0) specimen
shows similar shear-cracking angles with distributed shear planes

Fig. 11. Micro-CT imagery of TXC specimens with L/D = 1.0.
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Fig. 12. Crack segmentation for 10 MPa TXC specimens withL/D = 2.0 (top) and L/D = 1.0 (bottom).

Fig. 13. Crack segmentation for 50 MPa TXC specimens with L/D = 2.0 (top) and L/D = 1.0 (bottom).

throughout the specimen. In both specimen geometries, coalescence of
microcrack networks and large voids ultimately leads to brittle failure
(as seen in the full specimen segmented damage in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.
Taking a closer look at microstructure in Fig. 15, it is evident that
microcracks are present throughout the specimens for both geometries.
It is important to keep in mind that as crack widths become smaller,
damage is more difficult to segment due to the resolution limitations of
the micro-CT scanner.
When comparing damage from unconfined compression (Fig. 8, 10MPa TXC and 50-MPa TXC specimens, a stark contrast in crack patterns
is observed. Although axial splitting is the primary failure mode in un
confined compression experiments, failure occurs along shear planes in
triaxial experiments at confining pressures of 10 MPa and 50 MPa. As
confinement pressure increases, damage modes transition towards

plastic deformation. This is further supported by the higher number of
shear crack planes observed with reduced L/D specimens that undergo
additional confinement as a result of frictional end effects. Shear-plane
angles remain consistently in the range of 25◦ to 30◦ from the vertical
axis for both specimen geometries at confining pressures of 10 MPa and
50 MPa.
3.5. Quantifying damage for ductile failure modes
At higher confinement pressures, brittle failure modes are absent
from the CT images of the deformed specimens. Instead, large axial
deformation (high ductility) accompanied by significant reduction in
porosity becomes prevalent, which is a hallmark for ductile failure of
concrete [45]. All porosity analyses used maximum resolution (8.8-μm
8
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Fig. 14. Fracture patterns for 10-MPa TXC specimens with L/D = 2.0 (top) and L/D = 1.0 (bottom).

voxel size) scans to capture pore sizes distributions. In this case, the
scans focused only on the central portion of the specimen with a volume
of interest (VOI) height of 14.3 mm. To visualize local variations and
changes in pore structure, porosity was calculated for each crosssectional image throughout the vertical axis of the VOI. This 2D inves
tigation provides evidence that both pristine porosity and damaged
porosity is well-distributed, thus indicating that the specimens are
representative of the bulk material response. Furthermore, a 2D inves
tigation presents a unique perspective in considering the evolution of
local pore sizes. Since the length of a specimen changes during testing,
results are presented in terms of normalized axial position where “0′′
represents the bottom of the VOI and “1” represents the top of the VOI.
Fig. 16 presents local porosity variations for 100-MPa and 200-MPa TXC
specimens after undergoing axial strains of ~15% (left) and ~30%
(right).
The variability in local porosity values for pristine specimens is an
indication of the heterogeneous nature of concrete, yet there is no
localization of pore collapse. Although cross-sectional values of porosity
in pristine BBR9 specimens ranged from 1 to 5%, the mean total porosity
was determined to be 3.01% (not accounting for porosity with a volumeequivalent sphere diameter below 50 μm). Referencing Fig. 16, no
substantial differences were observed in terms of L/D. Specimens un
dergoing 15% axial strains in 100-MPa and 200-MPa TXC experiments
did not show any clear discrepancies in terms of cross-sectional porosity
measurements with mean values of 0.25% and 0.29%, respectively.
However, at axial strains of 30%, mean porosity values were 0.14% for
100-MPa TXC specimens as compared to 0.03% for 200-MPa TXC
specimens, indicating that pores are more thoroughly collapsed under
higher pressure.
In a separate investigation, a 3D individual object analysis was
conducted on each pore within the VOI to develop porosity size distri
butions in terms of volume-equivalent sphere (VES) diameters ranging
from 45 μm up to 4 mm. Bin sizes started at a minimum of 45 μm to

ensure that a sufficient number of voxels (8.8 μm) were used to resolve
individual pore morphologies. Starting with the smallest bin size, each
subsequent bin size was identified using a multiplier of 1.1 until
reaching a maximum bin size of 3.64 mm. For example, the first bin
counts pores with VES diameters from 45 μm up to 50 μm, the second bin
would cover VES diameters above 50 μm up to 55 μm, i.e., 50 μm
multiplied by 1.1, the third bin would cover VES diameters above 55 μm
up to 60.5 μm, i.e., 55 μm multiplied by 1.1, and so forth. The resulting
pore size distributions were then plotted in a log-log format as shown in
Fig. 17 to clearly visualize distribution data for the full range of pore
sizes. Also note that the total number of pores decreases after TXC
testing since VES diameters below 45 μm cannot be accurately measured
using the micro-CT technique.
Pore size distributions for pristine specimens were observed to be
quite consistent considering the heterogeneous nature of concrete.
Similar to observations made for Fig. 16, the pore size distributions are
quite similar for all damaged specimens undergoing axial strains of
~15%. However, it does appear that the 200 MPa TXC tests provided
slightly more compaction for damaged volume-equivalent sphere di
ameters ranging from 50 to 120 μm. Also following observations from
Fig. 16, samples undergoing axial strains of ~30% had more severe pore
collapse (for all damaged pore sizes) in 200 MPa TXC specimens as
compared to 100 MPa TXC specimens. As barreling becomes more
pronounced at high axial strains, 100 MPa TXC specimens exhibit
relatively larger radial deformations while the higher confinement in
200 MPa TXC specimens continues to drive the additional compaction of
remaining void structures. Although reducing L/D has been shown to
increase peak stress values, changes in L/D do not show substantial
differences for ductile failure modes.
Since L/D was determined to have negligible effects on pore size
distributions, visualization efforts were solely focused on specimens
with a traditional L/D of 2.0. Each image in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 depict a
specimen with pristine porosity shown on the left half and damaged
9
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Fig. 15. Fracture patterns for 50-MPa TXC specimens with L/D = 2.0 (top) and L/D = 1.0 (bottom).

Fig. 16. Cross-sectional porosity percentages for 2D sections in terms of normalized axial position before and after ~15% (left) and ~30% (right) axial strain
deformations.

porosity shown on the right half for a given VOI. Pores are color coded
by major diameter to conveniently distinguish individual pores and
sizes.
In pristine specimens, porosity is nearly spherical resulting in a major
diameter that is approximately equivalent to the volume-equivalent
sphere diameters presented in Fig. 17. However, damaged pores are
more clearly distinguished by major diameter since the pore geometry is

severely flattened after axial loading. The 3D rendering of damaged pore
structures in Fig. 18 reveals similar void structures for 100-MPa and
200-MPa TXC specimens undergoing axial strains of ~15%. However,
discrepancies are observed after ~30% axial strain deformations in
Fig. 19 with the 200-MPa TXC specimen having a smaller number of
observable pores as compared to the 100-MPa TXC specimen. As ex
pected, the damaged VOI (adapted to contain the same pores/features as
10
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Fig. 17. Void analysis in terms of volume-equivalent sphere diameter before and after ~15% (left) and ~30% (right) axial strain deformations.

Fig. 18. Void structure for pristine and damaged 100 MPa (left) and 200 MPa (right) TXC specimens after ~15% axial strain deformations.

Fig. 19. Void structure for pristine and damaged 100 MPa (left) and 200 MPa (right) TXC specimens after ~30% axial strain deformations.
11
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the pristine VOI) shrinks in height and expands radially as compared to
the pristine VOI. The qualitative pore structure images in Fig. 18 and
Fig. 19 provide visual evidence that is consistent with quantitative
porosity measurements presented earlier in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.

• Volumetric strain measurements can be recorded using a centrally
located LVDT-based lateral deformeter, noting that signals are only
valid up to the point where volumetric strains turn negative due to
non-uniform specimen deformation. Removable gauge mounts are
critical for conducting micro-CT scans on damaged triaxial
specimens.
• Micro-CT provides an accurate approach for measuring ultimate
volumetric strains for irregularly shaped damaged specimens.
• From visual observations based on two experiments at each testing
condition, a transition in damage mode is noted as confining pressure
increases, e.g., at 10 MPa, brittle failure through a single crack with a
predominant shear failure, at 50 MPa, quasi-brittle failure with
distributed microcracks ultimately leading to shear failure, at 100
MPa, ductile failure with minimal observable microcracks and
damage primarily consisting of pore collapse, and at 200 MPa,
ductile failure with no discernable cracking and damage observed
through pore collapse and crushing.
• At axial strains of 30%, specimen geometry presents a severe bar
reling shape leading to substantial variations in cross-sectional area
throughout the specimen. However, at axial strains of 15%, the
observed variations in cross-sectional area are minimal.
• Brittle and quasi-brittle fracture modes for 10–50 MPa TXC experi
ments presented shear planes at angles ranging 25◦ to 30◦ from the
vertical axis.
• As specimens undergo triaxial compression at 100–200 MPa,
spherical voids are flattened into ellipsoidal morphologies as total
porosity percentages continue to reduce.
• After undergoing 15% axial strains, individual object analysis shows
that specimens damaged under 200-MPa TXC include a more
noticeable reduction of pore sizes in the range of 50–120 µm as
compared to 100-MPa TXC specimens.
• After undergoing 30% axial strains, porosity-size distributions are
noticeably lower for all pore sizes undergoing 200-MPa TXC as
compared to 100-MPa TXC. This observation can be explained by the
fact that the 200-MPa TXC specimens undergo a more complete pore
collapse with smaller radial strain measurements for a given axial
deformation as compared to the 100-MPa TXC specimens.
• After undergoing axial strains of ~15–30%, triaxially damaged
specimens in a ductile failure mode maintain a residual unconfined
compressive strength that is ~30–50% of the pristine strength.

3.6. Residual strength measurements
Residual strength experiments were conducted to provide a means
for correlating pore collapse (as presented in section 3.5) to a physical
measurement of strength degradation resulting from microstructural
damage. Residual strength measurements were obtained for all triaxially
damaged 100 MPa and 200 MPa TXC specimens by performing
destructive unconfined compression experiments. As a reference for
comparison, the mean unconfined compressive strength of pristine BBR9
specimens with LD = 1 and L/D = 2 was previously reported to be 140.7
MPa and 130.8 MPa, respectively [38]. Residual strength measurements
for damaged specimens are reported in Table 3. Stress measurements
were calculated by using the largest specimen diameter in the center of
each triaxially damaged specimen. The residual strengths presented here
represent the most conservative value since significant central bulge
may underestimate stresses with cross-sectional area measurements
varying by up to 35% within an individual damaged specimen. Residual
strength percentages were calculated by dividing the residual strength
by the mean strength for pristine specimens having the same L/D.
After undergoing axial strains of ~15%, 100-MPa and 200-MPa TXC
specimens retain approximately 40% and 50%, respectively, of their
pristine strength capacity. Even after undergoing axial strains of ~30%,
100-MPa and 200-MPa TXC specimens retain approximately 30% of
their pristine strength capacity. The substantial losses in load-bearing
capacity are likely due to microcracking at a length scale that is not
detectable using micro-CT. However, the residual strength measure
ments indicate that the cohesive strength of TXC specimens undergoing
a ductile failure mode remains substantial and should be considered
when defining a damage variable.
4. Conclusions
X-ray microtomography was used to analyze both pristine and
damaged high-strength concrete specimens to characterize damage
modes and size effects under hydrostatic and triaxial stress states.
Specimens with a diameter of 25 mm and an L/D of either 1 or 2 were
evaluated to determine damage features under triaxial confinement
pressures of 0, 10, 50, 100 and 200 MPa. The conclusions below are
based on the findings of this research.

For axial strains up to 15%, the damage modes under the same
confining pressure were very similar regardless of the change in lengthto-diameter ratio (L/D). This observation indicates that specimens with
a reduced L/D could be reasonably used to assess mechanical properties
for high-strength concrete, although perceived strength increases as a
result of end effects should still be considered. Based on the similarities
in damage modes with varied specimen lengths, L/D = 1 specimens
should be suitable for experimental methods using a triaxial Kolsky bar
where the specimen length must be restricted to ensure a constant strain
rate deformation under dynamic stress equilibrium. Additionally, the
unique damage observations from this study are being used to inform
microstructural failure simulations. Since substantial reduction was
observed on the residual strength of TXC specimens with no demon
stration of apparent macroscopic failure, future work should explore
alternate techniques for observing and quantifying damage at lower
length scales.

• Axial splitting is the dominant failure mode for BBR9 high-strength
concrete specimens under unconfined compression.
• Deformations at hydrostatic pressures up to 200 MPa are fully
reversible. Although the confining pressure is significant, a shear
component is required to initiate plastic deformation. This indicates
that the elastic limit in a corresponding material model should be at
least 200 MPa.
Table 3
Residual strength measurements.
Confining
Pressure, MPa

Axial
Strain, %

Length-todiameter ratio
(L/D)

Residual
Strength, MPa

Residual
Strength, %

100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200

~15
~15
~30
~30
~15
~15
~30
~30

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

49.9
56.1
47.7
31.8
67.7
69.9
48.9
40.8

35.5
42.9
33.9
24.3
48.1
53.4
34.8
31.2
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